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Response to reviewer #2 We thank the anonymous reviewer for his/her comments and suggestions to improve the readability of the manuscript and the quality of the presented analysis. We will modify the manuscript accordingly to the reviewer’s minor comments. Here we provide a short response to the main concerns and outline how we will address them in the revised version of the manuscript. 1. First if focusing on sub-seasonal variability, time filter is first needed to be applied to every dataset: either conducting band-pass filter like the MJO index or using similar time filter process
in DW2007. Hypotheses in DW2005 and DW2007 are based on interannual and intraseasonal variability separately, whereas the results obtained in this study is based on weekly data that mix both sub-seasonal and interannual signals, which is very confusing. For example, the pattern in Fig.2d strongly resembles that in DW2005, which is probably due to the dominance of the interannual signal in the unfiltered time series. If the results with filtered data are largely different from that with unfiltered data, the authors’ original idea of validating the hypothesis of interannual ISM-CGT relationships (from DW2005) may not be appropriate for this sub-seasonal study. Answer - We agree that first removing the interannual variability from the timeseries makes a cleaner analyses. We will re-do our full analyses by removing the interannual variability in a pre-processing step as suggested by the reviewer. We will subtract the mean of each season from the weekly anomalies such that the inter-annual variability is removed. 2. The definition of CGTI is confusing (lines 221). The CGT pattern (or index) defined in DW2005 is on interannual timescale, which is different from the intraseasonal Eurasian wave train pattern presented in DW2007. This study used the exact same region with the interannual CGTI used in DW2005, but the reason for why this region can also be used to define sub-seasonal CGT is not clarified. Again, maybe after filtering, the Z200 pattern does not resemble the CGT pattern and thus the index may not be called as “CGTI”. Answer - Depending on the outcome of the new analysis (see our response to comment 1), we will decide whether it is appropriate to refer to CGTI as defined in D&W2005 or not. 3. For the EOFs. First, how much of the total variance is explained by each EOF mode, and a test is needed to check whether the EOF modes are well separated from each other (refer to North et al. 1982 and DW2007). Then, comparing Fig. 2c and 2a/b, the Z200 pattern correlated with MT rainfall does not resemble well with the leading two EOF modes (although pattern correlation coefficient is statistically significant, the locations of centers are quite different), indicating this Z200 pattern is not the major mode of global Z200 variability. A suggestion is just focusing on the Eurasian sector (not necessary to link with circumglobal pattern) to conduct EOF, to find key region to define index, and to get wave train pattern. Answer – We
agree with the reviewer on including the information on the total variance explained from each EOF. We have already included the EOF analysis based on the Eurasian sector only (see Figure S2 in the SI) and we show that the two EOFs are very similar to the hemispheric ones shown in the main text (with the only difference that the EOF2 pattern in the hemispheric analyses becomes the EOF1 pattern for the Eurasian sector). We comment these findings in the main manuscript in lines 233-245. Regarding the reviewer's comment that the EOF1 shown in Figure 2a does not resemble the CGT pattern presented in Figure 2d, we would like to highlight that DW2005 also find no resembles between the first EOF and the CGT pattern. Our results are thus consistent with previous findings. The resemblance is however expected for EOF2 (Figure 2b) and the CGT pattern (Figure 2d), which DW2005 interpreted as the second leading mode of the Z200 field in summer. Also, the EOF2 pattern is characterized by 5 positive centers of action that in general correspond to those in the CGT pattern. Still, these findings might be slightly affected by the new pre-processing step (see response to comment 1) and we will thus carefully analyze and communicate this in the revised version.

4. The “PCMCI algorithm and numerical example” section in SI should be added to the Methods in the main text (or replace the original long descriptions). Using equations is much clearer than the original wordy section 2.2 and 2.3. The definition and calculation of the path coefficient (or beta coefficient – unify the term please) should also be added to the Methods section.

Answer – We will include the numerical example in the main manuscript, as suggested by the reviewer.

5. In Figs.3,5,6,7, what’s the meaning of the magnitude of the autocorrelation coefficients? Why can the strength of causal links be expressed by autocorrelation coefficients (lines 257-258)? There’s no explanation of these autocorrelation coefficients in the main text.

Answer – we thank the reviewer for pointing out the absence of a proper definition of the meaning of auto-correlation coefficient. This definition is similar to the definition of
6. There’s a causal arrow from NAO to CGTI in Fig.3, but Fig.4a does not show a NAO like pattern that is correlated with CGTI. Is NAO a true precursor of the author-defined CGTI?

Answer – Fig.4a shows a reversed-sign, NAO-like pattern: A low geopotential height offshore Portugal (L2) and a high geopotential height over Northern Scotland and Iceland (H1). However this is at 200hPa and thus cannot be directly compared to NAO defined at the surface. We thank the reviewer for pointing this out and we will clarify it in the revised manuscript.

7. In Fig.5, what’s the physical meaning of the arrows from CGTI back to H1 and from L1 back to H1? Statistically, there may have these backward lead-lag correlations, but physically, I don’t understand how the change of CGTI/L1 can backward “cause” the change of H1/L1. If these backward arrows are spurious, how can we believe that the other arrows are true causal relations (considering that the authors claimed that their approach can remove the spurious correlations)?

Answer – We thanks the reviewer for raising this as this is an important aspect of our methodology. The causal discovery algorithm used here extracts the ‘causal effect’ as defined in a statistical sense (Runge et al. 2015, 2012). This means that auto-correlation effects, common driver effects and indirect links are filtered out. This facilitates the physical interpretation of the network (as compared to a correlation network) but it does not imply that all links are necessary causal in a physical sense. In particular, this can become an issue when actors capture different aspects of one wave pattern (i.e. ridges and crests). In the manuscript, lines 311-322 we try to describe this related to Figure 5: “…Further, the obtained CEN can be interpreted as a wave train that propagates downstream from the east Atlantic towards the monsoon region: when
H1 increases, the CGTI also increases with 1-week lag, while when L1 deepens, CGTI increases. In both cases, this reflects an eastward propagation of a wave from Western Europe via Russia towards the CGTI region. The connections from the CGTI back to H1 and from L1 back to H1 have opposite signs as compared to the downstream links. Thus deepening L1 strengthens the CGTI downstream, but weakens H1 upstream, which is an expression of the eastward propagating wave. A consistent result is found when both L1 and L2 are included in the CEN, although in this case only the downstream causal links are detected (see SI, Fig. S3). In general, this result further confirms the hypothesis proposed by DW2007 that a wave train coming from the North Atlantic influences MT rainfall at about 2-week lead time.” Thus, while the CEN can be interpreted physically by a propagating wavetrain, one cannot speak here of cause-and-effect relationships because it is a wavetrain is one dynamical system. Therefore we introduce the term “theory-guided” causal effect network: considering meaningful physical mechanisms has a crucial role while interpreting CENs that represent statistical causal effects. The outcome thus does not undermine the ability of the causal algorithm to detect statistical causal effects, but it stresses the need to accompany statistical tools with a proper understanding of the involved physical mechanisms. We will further clarify this point in the revised manuscript.
